SECTION 1. 25-1-709 (1) (b), Colorado Revised Statutes, is amended to read:

25-1-709.  Regional health departments - services - programs. (1) The program and services of regional health departments shall include to the greatest extent possible, but not be limited to:

(b) Environmental health services, including: Water quality control; sewage disposal; air pollution control; solid wastes disposal; drinking water quality surveillance; restaurant inspection; food sanitation and consumer protection; milk sanitation; rabies control; occupational health; radiological health; noise control; accident prevention; migratory and low income housing sanitation; vector control; swimming pool sanitation; BODY ART FACILITY SANITATION; and plumbing sanitation;

SECTION 2. Article 4 of title 25, Colorado Revised Statutes, is amended BY THE ADDITION OF A NEW PART to read:

PART 21
BODY ARTISTS

BODY ART PROCEDURES. NOTHING IN THIS SECTION SHALL BE CONSTRUED TO PROHIBIT A CITY, COUNTY, LOCAL BOARD OF HEALTH ESTABLISHED PURSUANT TO PART 6 OF ARTICLE 1 OF THIS TITLE, OR A COUNTY OR DISTRICT HEALTH DEPARTMENT ESTABLISHED PURSUANT TO PART 5 OF ARTICLE 1 OF THIS TITLE FROM ADOPTING OR ENFORCING ORDINANCES, RESOLUTIONS, OR RULES THAT IMPOSE STANDARDS FOR BODY ART THAT ARE AT LEAST AS STRINGENT AS THE STANDARDS IMPOSED BY THE RULES ADOPTED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT.

25-4-2102. Penalties for violations. Upon a finding by the department of public health and environment or a local board of health that a body art facility is in violation of any rule adopted pursuant to section 25-4-2101, the department or local board of health may assess a penalty not to exceed two hundred fifty dollars for each day of a violation. Each day of a violation shall be considered a separate offense. The department or local board of health shall consider the degree of danger to the public caused by the violation, the duration of the violation, and whether such facility has committed any similar violations.

25-4-2103. Parental consent for minors. No body artist shall perform a body art procedure upon a minor unless the body artist has received express consent from the minor’s parent or guardian. Failure to obtain such permission before performing body art procedures on a minor shall constitute a petty offense punishable by a fine of two hundred fifty dollars.

SECTION 3. Safety clause. The general assembly hereby finds, determines, and declares that this act is necessary for the immediate preservation of the public peace, health, and safety.
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